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Comments:
no grazing shoudl be on any site in any nationallhy owned site. these lousey robber baron cattle grazers need
to be kicked off public land owned by 328 million americans. they have no right to get these low prices and
damage our l=national land for their profittering and then they enrage americans by continually wanting all
wildife on thoise national lands to be killed and murdered. that is deplorable. that needds to stop. these robber
baron cattle ranchers should go out and pay to use land on the private market. their using our national land
needs to stop right now. the boy scouts stopped being in the national interest some time ago with their endless
fascination with guns and shooting and their social actions are also under scrutiny. keep the conifers. stop all
the logging this moneygrubbing logging so that you are in fact killing our national forests is horrific. the
management of this agency is about moneygrubbing, not about health for all the people who need those tres
making oxygen for us to breathe. the moneygrubbing at the fs is extensive and needs investigation and some
put in jail. our forests are there for all, not just hunters coming in with guns and blazing away to murder and kill
animals 8 months out of 12. the use of toxic chemicals is abrasive and kills americans. we need to get all those
dicamba, glyphosate, chloropyrifos etc out of of our forests. this agency extensively uses those crap toxic
chemicals to kill life in our forests. and the burning is not helping the forests. the release of that polluted air from
the burning in our national forests is killing americans. such release of polluted air clearly causes cancer in the
americna population. stop the negative environmental effects by the fs. the fs is a louwy govt agency and
deserves a grade of f minus. it is not benefiticial to all ameerican at this point since it is aptured by grzing
ranching interests. this comment is for the public record.

